
To meet the growing demand for protection against viruses and

bacteria, NordShield®, accelerated the market entry with our cutting-

edge antimicrobial technology for consumer fibers. NordShield®

BioLayr provides textiles such as garments, shoes and accessories

like gloves, a durable antimicrobial layer. Contrary to any other

scalable solution on the market, it is free of heavy metals and the

unique technology keeps its antimicrobial efficacy for a minimum of

30 washes, more than the average lifetime of a garment. By choosing

this biodegradable solution, the chemical load on the environment

can be significantly decreased.

The newly launched NordShield® BioLayr
makes antimicrobial textiles available for the
masses 

NordShield® 2020 review
The year of commercialization laid a strong foundation for growth

Number of new
core team
members 

Our 3rd patent 
family

In March we filed our third

international patent

application, this one being

related to our NordShield®

Clear segment 
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We offered help
against Covid-19

In April we announced to

offer NordShield®

technology to all European

authorities free of charge to

help the front line workers

in the Covid-19 pandemic 

NordShield® BioLayr
was launched

In December we brought the

newest solution in the

NordShield® Fiber category

to the market, and the first

end product is already on the

market 

We were chosen for the 
Fashion For Good 
accelerator programme

Number of new
countries we added to
our global distribution
network

ISO 9001
ISO 13485

Number of new certificates: 
Certified QMS

New branding from Nordic
BioTech Group to
commercial name as
NordShield®



Reflections from the CEO
The year 2020 threw an unexpected curve ball at us all. One that brought the whole world to a

stand still, and at the same time one that reinforced our whole team in our belief that the time

for our disruptive and unique, natural based antimicrobial technology is now. 

Consumers, companies and governments are becoming increasingly aware of environmental

issues in general, but also more specifically aware of those created by the usage of heavy

metals in the antimicrobial field today. Our team is fully committed to our mission of creating

the best tomorrow by offering an environmentally safe solutions, and our vision of eliminating

the usage of heavy metal based antimicrobial solutions in the future. 

I am very proud of and thankful to our team that made incredible progress in all fields 

 including R&D, the regulatory field, as well as sales and marketing by bringing our newest

innovation, NordShield® BioLayr to the market, which offers antimicrobial protection to

everyone in our everyday lives, something we will all surely appreciate now more than ever.

We welcomed three more people to our core team, enforcing the whole journey from R&D to

making us globally known, and to advance our market penetration. 

Magnus, one of our newest team members in his New Year´s greeting to the team wrote that

the next year will be the year of NordShield®. The year 2020 was a tough one on us all but it

laid an incredibly solid foundation for our growth story and I am convinced - 2021 will be the

year of NordShield®. 

- Kristoffer Ekman, CEO
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